
Bob Reardon is a happy guy. A gregarious fellow 
sitting with his wife on a comfortable sofa in a 
living-room-style area surrounded by motorcycle 

sprocket art, racing memorabilia and a large screen TV, 
he’s quick to share his affinity for this establishment. He’s 
been a customer for more than 15 years at three of the 
six different locations of the store’s history, and greets 
owner Don Waddill by first name. This is his second visit 
to Performance Cycle of Colorado. Today. Just for fun… 
and never mind the gargoyle looking down on him. 
 
Not merely a motorcycle store, the Waddill family has 
created their Centennial, Colorado, retail establishment 
as a motorcycle shopping destination. Built by the 
family from the ground up, their attention to even the 
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smallest details of the retail shopping experience have 
all been exceedingly well thought out. Taking advantage 
of the slope of the land they purchased in 2014, there’s 
an entire basement shipping and receiving area, plus 
storage area underneath the main retail floor. 
 
Product comes in the lower level truck bays, then gets 
sent to the upper, retail level via an elevator, then 
proceeds out the front door with the customers. When 
customers come in that front door there’s an observable 
and well executed retail journey through the store with 
a clear pathway to sales. Designed to be a department 
store for all things motorbike-related, there are clearly 
marked – and marketed – retail spaces organized by 
riding discipline. 
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Continued on page 22

Following the department store model, the traffic flows 
in a circular pattern in order to give people the most 
visual stimulation as well as giving customers access to 
all goods. When you walk into Performance Cycle and 
want street or sportbike apparel, circle left. Up for the 
dirty disciplines Colorado is famous for? Circle to the 
right. And this is one motorcycle store where the women 
and kids are not forgotten. Instead, they are embraced 
with their own distinct and welcoming shopping areas, 
with not one but two women’s sections – on both the 
street and the dirt side of the store. 

 The family dirt section is laid out with a fantastic selection 
of goods on smaller racks, benches for the smaller tikes 
to try on boots, and even some playthings to keep the 
youngest of enthusiasts entertained while the serious 
shopping takes place. Think of Nordstroms not Payless! 
There are even seven proper changing rooms, which are 
decidedly more than just bathrooms in which customers 
can try on gear; these are deluxe stalls with draw curtains 
and an inviting and fun atmospheric flair.

All paths lead to the parts department at Performance 
Cycle. Quite literally, actually, as the retail pathways 
through the store head straight to the neon-illuminated 
parts department. Purposely built with no walls, 
the Weddill’s wanted to hyper accentuate the parts 
department and all they had on offer, with a feeling of 
‘gee, they really have a lot of stuff back there’. “Belly on 
up to the parts bar,” chuckled Don Waddill, the family 
patriarch. “The parts department is a huge part of our 
business. We’ve got six stations with which we can 
service customers.” Lined with bar stools for maximum 

comfort and convenience, there were five parts people 
serving up moto goodies to eager customers.
 
The parts department is conveniently located right 
next to the glass-walled, pristine looking walk-in tire 
mega showroom that takes up two thousand square 
feet of the retail footprint. Having the ability to buy in 
bulk, Performance Cycle’s tire selection and pricing 
is comparable to any online retailer. Their computer 
cataloging system for creating custom labels for each 
tire pays off and wows the customers, making it super 
simple to find the exact tire that meets their needs. The 
only form of service their shop offers is a tire service, 
and their single, dedicated ‘tire guy’, Zach Hodges (who 
formerly worked at nearby Woody’s Wheel Works) 
knocks out between 20 and 40 tire changes per day in 
his glass-walled studio.
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Continued from page 21
The parts department and tire showrooms are 
opportunely juxtaposed on the other end of the main 
retail aisle from the big-volume customer cash out 
pavilion with six checkout stations. A clever cross 
between a supermarket and a mall store customer 
checkout pathway, once again customers are guided 
though a retail shopping experience of last-minute 
checkout must-haves like maps, ear plugs and other 
useful low-dollar add-on gadgets. While its big business 
in the big retails store, Don still keeps it fun. On my tour, 
the checkout ladies are fondly referred to as the “ornery 
bunch.”

Performance Cycle of Colorado is steeped in family, the 
outdoorsy motorcycle lifestyle and in motorcycle racing. 
Waddill originally began the business as a drag racing 
build shop with a buddy and a beer, but it’s the family 
experience which keeps the customers coming back 
year after year. Even with a state-of-the-art facility, the 
Waddills have somehow managed to maintain the ‘mom 
and pop’ feel for the business, even in thirty thousand 
square feet of brisk and bustling business.

Don’s Wife Bernadette is on site every day and runs the 
finance end of the business. Daughter Nicole and son 
Lance are deeply involved in the day-to-day operation 
of the business, each also having made significant 
contributions to the design of this store. So clever is 
this design, that on the upper level, where each family 
member has their very own glass-fronted enclosed 
office, in the back corner there is also a studio apartment 
complete with a bedroom, full bathroom, kitchen and a 

living room for family-only meetings and late-night stay-
overs at the shop.

The store took over two years to build, and is a total of 
60,000 square feet. The current iteration of Performance 
Cycle is the Waddills dedication to their children and the 
family-first model of running a business. “The kids are 
most of the reason we built this 38-year legacy,” said 
Don. 

Yet the Waddill legacy isn’t just about family; there’s a 
healthy component of giving back to the community. 
They were the first official sponsor of the Motorcycle 
Relief Project, and every December Performance Cycle 
wheels all their retail displays to the edges of the space 
in order to host their year-end banquet/fundraiser. 
The store caters the beer and wine and they have an 
auctioneer come in and get the fundraising party 
started. Motorcycle clubs also meet at the store, using 
the parking lot and the interior lounge area as a place 
to gather. 
 
Gatherings and events are a core part of the Performance 
Cycle of Colorado sales dynamism. In June they host a 
carnival-style bike night with vendors, food trucks and 
the Colorado craft brew beer truck. There are slow drag 
races, a road course, a cone course, a raffle and store 
promotions aplenty. Their annual sale is an event that 
many customers anticipate all year long.  
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As the largest accessory-only store in the nation, 
Performance Cycle employs over 25 people full time. 
Is it a seasonal business in Colorado? Somewhat. The 
Adventure Segment is a huge contributor to the store’s 
bottom line. “Colorado is an active state and a lot of people 
dirt bike and bicycle here. The Colorado Backcountry 
Discovery Route got a lot of people interested in riding 
through the state, and we service that crowd as well,” 
said Don. 
 
Adventure has its own well-defined portion of the store, 
as does Cruiser, Sport and Dirt. Performance Cycle does 
big business in chemicals, and with the ample storage in 
the basement of the building they can keep pallets full of 
dead batteries until recycle time. The basement storage 
space, the entire size of the upstairs retail footprint, also 
offers space to store a bevy of displays and racks, so 
they have the ability to continually change the look of 
the interior of the store in order to keep it visually fresh 
and ever-changing. 
 
And, thanks to the younger generation of Waddills, the 
more things change the more they’ll remain the same 
at Performance Cycle… but there is still that gargoyle 
overlooking everything!
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